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320

10 Pieces or Less Kyle & Tayne/CKE - Features
34 designs that contain 10 pieces or less. Great for
students and beginners.

2703

A Stained Glass Journey Sawyer - Many tropical
floral designs, some with exotic colourful birds.

540

15 Pieces or Less Kyle & Tayne/CKE - 31 designs
that use 15 pieces or less. Designs include floral,
aquatic and geometric patterns.

938

A Touch of Tiffany Patrice Lampton/CKE - Glass
and colour selection techniques to achieve Tiffany
like results for any project. 15 full size patterns.

552

20 Pieces or Less Kyle & Tayne/CKE - Designs
include lighthouse, floral, hot air balloon, cats, dogs,
Celtic and Mission style panels. Special tips for
overlays and wire work.

1027

A Victorian Christmas Kimberlee Lynch /SGN - 15
full size patterns including an angel, candles, “old
world” Santa and ornaments. The designs are
appropriate for varying skill levels.

1026

25 Pieces or Less Kyle & Tayne/CKE - Small
panels in a variety of popular themes. 22 full size
patterns including floral, wildlife, golfer & bamboo.

1044

Alphabets Aanraku - Stained glass alphabets and
numbers in various fonts including script, funky, block
and horizontal.

1937

30 Pieces or Less Kyle & Tayne/CKE - Only 30
pieces or less, yet these designs look far more
detailed. Beautiful results are in reach of the
beginner hobbyist.

582

Abstracts Judy Miller - Includes 3 full size patterns
and 53 designs. Projects include windows,
sidelights, door inserts and more.

1872

Advanced Fusing Techniques Lundstrom - This
book has been written in a simple and organized
fashion with many illustrations and photographs to
complement the text. It is about ideas and glass
processes. Written for people with a basic knowledge
of glass fusing.

178

All Through the Night Teny Nudson/CKE - Fast
and easy night lights featuring toys, flowers, animals,
butterflies, fruit and more.

771

Angel Patterns Marianne Warner - 54 angel
patterns. Many of the designs use filigree angel
trinkets, halos, wings, and musical instruments.

1165

Angels Donna Schultze - 39 full size patterns of
guardian angels, whimsical angels and birthday
angels.

893

Animal Kingdom Gibbs/CKE - Includes over 20
African wildlife patterns from simple suncatchers to
elaborate panels.

1539

Art Clay Silver & Gold Truty - Learn how to handle
and manipulate Art Clay step by step. Includes 18
different jewelry projects to make in a day or less and
includes great tips on how to add stones, cabochons
and wire.

927

300 Stained Glass Cabinet Door Designs Denny
Berkey/Vinery - The perfect pattern reference book
for those who make cabinet door inserts on occasion.
Many of these patterns would also make beautiful
stand alone panels for window display.

2848

A Break in Time Glassmith Studios - Patterns for
entryways, panels & suncatchers. Some utilize
unique Glassmith bevel clusters.

749

A Dog Show in Stained Glass Schneider - 24 full
size patterns of classic canines for desk sets,
trophies, night lights, etc. Includes Boxer, Great
Dane, German Shepherd, St. Bernard, Beagle,
Terrier, Greyhound, Doberman and more.

1043

A Dog Show in Stained Glass II Schneider - The
second edition of this series of realistic dog designs.
Features page after page of America’s most popular
breeds.

2934

A Gallery of Suncarchers Weaver - 40 bright and
colourful suncatchers with a variety of themes.
Patterns include hummingbird, coffee cup, quilt, bird
houses and more.

1332

A Mosaic Christmas Dione Roberts - Festive
ornaments, fan lamps, and holiday scenes all in
mosaic.
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845

Art Nouveau Stained Glass for Today Hillman Over 60 floral and scenic patterns for transoms,
sidelights, windows, cabinet doors & mirrors done in
the Art Nouveau style. A brief history of this style &
special instructions are included.

846

Birds and Flowers Miller - Designs for stained
glass and needle arts. 54 designs in colour including
needle art special instructions and 100 designs in
black and white.

2844

Basically Bevels Melissa Vogt - 16 easy to make
panels featuring straight line bevels with stained
glass accents.

377

Birds of North America Volume 1 McMillan &
Dorn - 18 patterns for small panels, mobile, and
decoy-style ducks. Beginning to advanced skill
levels.

3117

Basically Bevels 2 Melissa Vogt - Easy panel ideas
featuring oval bevels.

562

2932

Bead Chain Boxes, Mirrors & Displays Stewart 24 easy to cut designs using geometric shapes and
bead chain to create heirloom quality works of art.

Birds of North America Volume 2 McMillan &
Doran - 17 new full-size bird patterns. Complete
instructions and project hints.

752

Book of Fans Sharp - 50 full-size fan lamp patterns
and instructions.

2931

Beads of Glass Jenkins - Features biographic
sketches and new work from over 40 artists. More
than 50 techniques are illustrated with step by step
instructions and photos.

536

210

Beginning Patterns Denny Berkery/Vinery Designed to help the beginning student meet with
success. Designs avoid hard to cut shapes. Various
themes for small panels including birds, Victorian &
flowers.

Building with Bevels 1 Anna Verbsky Sagami/CKE
3-D beveled projects that will display your favorite
collectibles and beautify your loveliest tables. Pat
terns include: Centerpieces, votive holders, knickknack holders, display risers, candle holders and
more.

835

Building with Bevels 2 Anna Verbsky Sagami
Very rarely does a sequel even hold a candle to the
original, but this book is as good if not better then the
first. Packed full of new exciting designs that use
straight line, pencil bevels along with bevel clusters
to create eye-catching candle holders and center
pieces.

1502

Bush Beauties Collectors Edition Jillian Sawyer Travel through the Outback with these 58 patterns
and full-color photos. Includes a koala, azure king
fisher, king parrots, kangaroos, platypus, cooktown
orchid and many more.

1142

Butterflies Natures Stained Glass Verba-Stacey Suncatchers and 3D plant spikes shown in colour
with information about species and location. Glass
selections and construction tips.

404

Butterfly Jillian Sawyer - 56 pages of delicate butter
fly designs. From simple suncatchers to intricate
freeform panels of butterflies and flowers, each de
sign shown in full color and includes construction
tips.

1873

837

Beginning Patterns 2 Denny Berkery/Vinery - This
book is designed with both the student and instructor
in mind. There is a brief introduction to leaded glass
and 20 full size patterns. There are also 20 copper
foil patterns ranging from beginner to almost
intermediate.
Bevel Window Designs Wardell - Over 100
designs using bevels and faceted jewels. Step-bystep drawing techniques of layout and borders plus
reinforcing, framing, and installation instructions.

2885

Beveled Glass for Your Home Sagami - 56 pages
of patterns for valances, transoms, cabinet doors and
corner windows. Designing tips included.

1544

Big Book Stained Glass Product Guide Reference directory of over 11,000 different items
used in stained glass, fusing, glass blowing, torch
work and more.
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1670

Candlelight Designs Walrus Publications - new
patterns for stained glass candle holders, many
featuring straight line bevels.

1820

2845

Cat Designs McOnie - 56 pages of feline designs in
many different activities such as playing, prancing
and pouncing. All patterns are shown in full colour.

Costal Lights - Lisa Rosochacki/Terra - Seven
designs for stained glass lighthouse panels. The
projects are designed so that the lighthouses can be
overlaid on a single sheet of background glass to
provide a new sense of depth.

1082

Cosy Corners Cooper - 16 original designs to
decorate the windows and doors in any room for any
season. A great way to frequently change the glass
décor in home or office.

2930

Creative Christmas Bowman - Fresh new ornament
designs including teddy bears, holly berries, country
lanterns, snowflakes and more. More than 40
patterns in all.

1683

Decorative Doorways Stained Glass Pattern Book
Relei - 151 designs for sidelights, transoms and
fanlights. Variety in these designs will challenge the
beginner and the accomplished stained glass
enthusiast.

1498

Deep Blue Sea Gibbs - Over 30 designs including
an octopus, reef fish, squid and mermaids. Colour
photos of finished pieces and helpful design tips are
included.

2850

Designs for Glass Enameling Weiner - Easy to
follow instructions and colour photos demonstrate
how to apply various glass enamel techniques. Over
130 mix and match patterns are included in this book
and CD-ROM.

1697

Designs for Lamps Knapp - Lamp patterns for small
and medium shapes, as well as full size patterns for
swag and base lamp shades with easy step by step
assembly instructions.

1698

Designs for Lamps II Knapp - 22 full size panel
shade patterns for small to medium lamps. Patterns
include cone, bell, dome, mini swag and table lamps.
Skill level ratings, finished shade dimensions, total
number of pieces, materials list and detailed
assembly instructions included.

1684

Dimensions of Christmas Teny Nudson/CKE Patterns and instructions for fast and easy table top
angels and other Christmas ornaments using the
lead wrapped method.

821

3003

Celtic Designs for Stained Glass Rachel Cecere 18 full-size, Celtic designs in full color. Patterns
include knots, birds in coil spiral, crosses, serpent,
interlaced dogs and more. Each design comes with
helpful hints and design secrets.
Celtic Knotwork Cecere - 15 full sized patterns for
stained glass suncatchers, panels and stepping
stones.

2958

Chimes for All Seasons Whitcomb - Surprisingly
easy to make wind chimes. Any design in the book
can be fused or foiled!

871

Classic Alphabets Tammie Martin - This book
contains three complete alphabet styles and two
numeral styles. There are 20 line drawings for use in
traditional stained glass or sand-etching. The special
instructional section covers designing with letters and
numbers, dividing the background and use of color. 8
full-size patterns.

926

Colour My World Jillian Saywer - Over 70 patterns
for sidelights, door and cabinet inserts and windows.
Florals, Australian wildlife and tropical fish.

1826

Contemporary Glass Enameling Weiner - Learn to
fuse using frits, powders and paints. Combine hot
glass with sheet copper, gold and silver leaf, wire,
mica flakes, decals and paints to achieve special
effects. 168 colour pages.

1357

Contemporary Florals Roberts - Beautiful floral
designs, each shown in more than one colour
scheme to suit individual tastes. Includes panel
designs for sunflowers, sweet peas, tulips and many
more.
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1546

Dimensions of Christmas 2 Teny Nudson - 24
stained glass patterns of Christmas decorations
including a poinsettia, traditional nativity and
ornament ring. Includes colour photos of finished
pieces as well as tips and instructions.

1354

Enchanted Dreams Dianne Phillips - 20 different
patterns for free form dream catchers with a south
western flair.

2691

English Lead Lites 1 Dimas - 26 elegantly simple
English style window designs. All designs shown in
full colour.

838

English Muffle Book of Designs Peter Foster More than 40 stained glass patterns from the
Victorian era including door panels, sidelights,
toplights and fanlights.

3147

2847

1672

1028

836

1499

1500

484

Dog Designs McOnie - A fabulous collection of 38
designs featuring many popular breeds in their most
endearing poses.
Dot, Dot, Dots Dove - Techniques and tutorials for
glass beadmakers. Easy-to-read explanations show
how techniques are refined, implemented and
layered. Tips and insights help to develop essential
skills and new ways to problem-solve. Numerous
tutorials challenge to acquire techniques and expand
abilities.

925

Eyecatchers Pam Ptycia/CKE - 32 pages of simple,
attractive patterns for small panels. Birds, butterflies,
seasonal, florals and more.

1818

Down the Garden Path Terra/SGI - Scenes from the
garden including a pond with koi fish, a turtle, cat in
fountain and several 3-D pieces.

Fabulous Fish Jan Schrader/CKE - 36 pages of
realistic fish patterns for fusing or foiling. Rainbow
trout, parrotfish angelfish and more.

584

Faerie Lights Jillian Sawyer - Journey into the world
of whimsical fairies with Australia’s finest. 24 original
designs, each in full color. Technical detail and glass
suggestions included.

1874

Fanciful Filigree Sue Hubbard/SGN - If you like fine
detail work this book is for you. Jewels, bevels and
glass globs along with lead came shaped into a
filigree design completes each project.

665

Fanscapes and Night Lights Beth Kauffman/CKE Highly original an innovative fans and night lights
with primarily floral themes. Extensive instructions
and color photos.

1042

Frog Song Jillian Sawyer - 56 pages of frog pat
terns, 23 in full colour. Includes frogs on vines,
frogs in ponds, frogs in flowers, singing frogs, leaping
frogs and more.

3001

Fuse It Kaiser - A portfolio of creative projects
designed to guide crafters to the next level in glass
fusing. 96 pages with more than 300 photos.

1870

Fused Belt Buckles Mary Kersey/Aanraku Patterns, ideas and basic firing schedules for fusing
inserts fir fused glass belt buckles.

Dreamworld Suzanne & Scott Rosema/SGN - 7
mystical images of unicorns, wizards, frames and
mirrors from another time and place . Includes color
photographs, full size patterns, material lists, and
assembly instructions.
Elegant Lamps Walrus Publications - 16 full size
patterns for lampshades with colour photographs of
each project. Patterns vary from basic to advanced.
Elegant Lamps 2 Walrus Publications - 16 full size
fold out patterns for lampshades. Many of the
patterns employ the use of bevels adding sparkle to
the designs. The projects vary in difficulty from easy
to complex.
Elegant Lamps 3 Walrus Publications - A collection
of 22 new full size patterns for lampshades.
Instructions, materials lists, project tips, and colour
photos are included.
Elegant Lamps 4 Walrus Publications - 27 full size
patterns for reverse hanging lamps, wall lights and
table lamps. Each pattern is supplied with the
information necessary to construct the project.
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1395

Garden Angels and Accents Sagami - Decorate
your garden and flower pots with these adorable
designs. Over 100 full size patterns with helpful tips
and colour photos of finished designs.

931

Garden Delights Terra - Mobiles, bird feeder, bird
houses, planters and a candle holder are among the
many garden theme projects in this book.

1102

Get Fired Up Lisa Vogt /SGI - This complete guide
has designs that range in style, size and complexity
as well as project specific directions and firing
schedules. Utilizes system 96 products.

848

Gifts for All Occasions II Judy Miller - Patterns for
80 gift projects including vases, suncatchers, jewelry
boxes and more.

1878

Glass Angels Anna Verbsky Sagami - 100 fast and
easy Angel projects using bevel clusters and glass
jewels.

1871

Glass Casting & Mold Making Lundstrom - In this
book the process of fuse forming glass cullet, frit,
powder or molten glass into molds is covered, in
addition to the manufacture of a variety of molds.

1283

Glass Decor Outdoors Jan Shrader/CKE - Full of
great ideas for your garden. Decorate your garden
with fused, slumped, and foiled accessories.
Patterns include flowers, hummingbird feeders, bird
seed holders, wind chime and fountain.

Stock #

Description

1284

Golden Days Gibbs & Tayne - A gathering of
peaceful scenes from nature’s big backyard.
Butterflies, birds, koi, swans and critters gather in a
charming collection of small panels and suncatchers.

1104

Hanging Gardens Teny Nudson/CKE - 40 pages of
patterns for stained glass plants using the lead
wrapping method. African Violets, begonias,
azaleas and more.

1497

Hodgepodge Bev Diaczuk - Contains patterns for
windows, picture frames, candleholders, decorative
stakes and suncatchers. Designs include birdhouses,
flowers, a scarecrow, mice, dragonflies, a hot rod,
frogs, lighthouse & more. A touch of whimsy is added
to each project by using 3-D objects, such as glass
bottles, clay pots, etc.

1938

Hodgepodge 2 Bev Diaczuk - Patterns for
incorporating unconventional items such as teacups
candy dishes and perfume bottles into stained glass.

1331

Holiday Magic in Glass Liz Leopold & Jan Zuhlke/
CKE - Fresh new patterns for stained glass
ornaments, suncatchers and panels. Angels,
snowmen, Santa's, reindeer nativity etc.

1360

Ideas for Glass CKE - Over 35 patterns for lamps,
candleholders, suncatchers and vases.

1877

In the Wild Jean Beaulieu - Beautifully rendered
designs of safari and jungle animals. Create panels
depicting lions, tigers, elephants and more.

806

Glass Design Sourcebook Bill Hillman/CKE - Over
200 patterns for original windows. Victorian, Art
Nouveau, contemporary, prairie style, nature and
bevel patterns.

1926

Innovative Adornments Persico - An introduction to
fused glass and wire jewelry. Offers techniques,
instructions and motivational hints. 80 pages with
over 250 colour photos.

1030

Glass Whirls Deborah Aubin - An original
3 dimensional stained glass concept. 60 pages
packed full of color photos of butterflies and
chickadees in 3-D patterns. Contains helpful hints
and instructions.

1356

Introduction to Glass Fusing Petra Kaiser/Wardell The project by project guided lessons and
corresponding how to photos will tutor novice crafters
on the glass fusing process.

1317

Glass Whirls Potpourri Deborah Aubin - Contains
18 all new designs for the popular 3-D stained glass
whirls. Designs include: Carousels, angels, hot air
balloons, bears, sun-moon-stars, flowers and birds.
Filled with detailed instructions, hints, and tips.

9

Introduction to Stained Glass Wardell Comprehensive do it yourself manual providing in
depth step by step information on tools, supplies and
techniques. Instructions include pattern making,
fitting, soldering and finishing for both copper foil and
lead came assembly.
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1351

Japanese Kanji Volume 1 Aanraku - Calligraphy in
glass for over 26 key words including heart, calm,
dream, flower, happiness, home, hope etc. Designed
as small hanging panels.

1330

Magic of Snowflakes 2 Deverie Wood - 17 Snow
flake designs with extensive use of bevels. A
follow-up to the popular original.

3148

Just Plain Beads Dove & Langston - A treasure
trove of techniques, tactics and tips. Instructions and
guidance for a variety of shapes and problems in this
easy-to-follow book. Vibrant pictures, simple
directions and complete explanations build a sturdy
framework for understanding how heat and motion
affect a bead shape.

1166

Making Glass Beads Cindy Jenkins - Methods
for making and decorating beads from basic up to
more advanced approaches. Filled with colour
photos. Hardcover.

788

Masks in Stained Glass Walrus Publications - 20
full size stained glass mask patterns, with complete
instructions and materials list.

1089

1876

Kiln Firing Glass Lundstrom & Schwoerer - With lots
of illustrations this is the classic reference that sets
the standards. The explanation of compatibility, firing
equipment and methods are still technically
unchallenged.

591

Merry Christmas Donna Schultz - 21 full size
traditional Christmas designs. Holly, Santa, country
goose, wreaths etc. Guaranteed to jump start your
Christmas spirit.

2884

Kitchen Cabinets, Windows &Tiles Anna Verbsky
Sagami - Ideas for your home in themes such as
bevels, prairie, southwest, Victorian, floral, holiday
nature and more. There are projects that utilize
traditional stained glass, fusing, etching and painting.

More Than You Ever Wanted To Know About
Glass Beadmaking Kervin - How to blow, wind,
draw, press and decorate beads. Also learn how to
make buttons, marbles, pendants, paperweights and
small vessels, both blown and core-formed..

936

Mosaic Sun Dials Mary Koehl/ SGN - 5 mosaic
sundials which may be used as 16” hexagons or 14”
rounds. Full sized patterns of these beautiful stones
along with detailed instructions.

324

Natural Chimes CKE - Step by step instructions and
patterns for 10 fused glass wind chimes, including a
frog, rainbow, pansy, butterfly, etc.

904

North American Wildlife Walrus Publications Contains 17 full-size patterns for stained glass
panels. The projects vary in difficulty to satisfy both
the beginner and the professional craftsperson.
Basic construction techniques are also outlined.

2846

Northern Lights Glassmith Studios - Patterns and
designs in a variety of themes from traditional florals
to a whimsical duck. Some designs use Glassmith
Studios bevel cluster accents.

1107

Northern Shades Wardell - 25 full size lamp shade
designs ranging from inverted ceiling style shades
and small night stand styles, to elaborate dining
room show pieces. Includes 3 wall sconces which
are convertible to medium swag shades for matching
lamp sets.

1334

Lampworks Wardell - Patterns include 3 inverted
ceiling lampshades, 4 table lamps and 9 swag lamps.

267

Lanterns for Home and Garden CKE - Instructions
and 10 patterns to create beautiful lanterns designed
to be illuminated with candles. Detailed instructions
and illustrations.

1316

Living in Harmony: Images of Feng Shui... Rachel
Cecere/CKE - Traditional images of Feng Shui that
represent wealth, success, purity, prosperity,
happiness and more. A turtle, ocean waves, bonsai
tree, white tiger, dragon, and a phoenix. With
explanations of what each image means.

663

Look What you Can Do With Grids Kyle & Tayne/
CKE - Themes include florals, geometrics, birds,
Victorians with ideas for varying theme by changing
the background grids.

412

Magic of Snowflakes 1 Deverie Wood - A pattern
portfolio containing designs for 17 different
snowflakes which can be made from diamond and
star bevels, jewels, nuggets, or scrap glass.
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1031

Nostalgic Glass Boxes Kim Jorgensen/ SGN - 24
patterns for stained glass boxes. Many accented with
glass globs and 3D overlays. Styles range from
antique to contemporary.

1932

Red Hats in Stained Glass Gillespie - Now you can
make a red stained glass hat for you or your friends.
Some of the full sized patterns are fancy, others can
be embellished with feathers, beads fabric or ribbon.

583

Of Dragon Wings & Faerie Things Jillian Sawyer Welcome to the whimsical world of dragons and
faerie things. Unicorns, goblins, and nymphs are just
some of the creatures featured in this book.

849

Religious Stained Glass for Today Bill Hillman/
CKE - Over 80 designs, realistic to abstract, suitable
for churches. Excellent information on the meaning
of symbols and colour.

1540

Orchids in Glass Chantel Pare/ Wardell - 17
designs for orchid projects including stained glass
window panels, lamp shades, and jewelry boxes. Full
colour photos of each project.

537

Rev it Up, Classic Cars and Trucks Walrus
Publications - 18 full size patterns for classic cars
and trucks. 59 Cadillac, 60’s Volkswagen Beetle, 57
Chevrolet Corvette and more.

1577

Passing the Flame Tettinger - A bead makers guide
to detail and design. Covers bead making from
beginning to end. For aspiring beginners,
experienced lampworkers and lovers of glass art
alike. Features hundreds of colourful and detailed
step by step instructions.

1355

Rev it Up Two Matthew McMillan/Walrus - 20 new
full size designs for classic cars, trucks and
motorcycles. Features 1947 Indian Chief and a 57
Ford Fairlane. Helpful hints are included to help you
construct these highly detailed projects.

121

Patterns for Mirrors and Frames Wardell - 27 full
size patterns for mirror frames plus 16 glass overlay
designs which can be combined in many ways.

1033

Sensational Suncatchers Janet Schrader/CKE - 42
full size suncatchers, some with jewels and crystals.

666

Sentimental Favorites Carolyn Kyle/CKE - 30 full
size patterns primarily with floral themes and
Victorian abstracts. Many of the patterns include
bevels, jewels or glass nuggets.

805

Shades of Glass Bev Diaczuk - Instructions and full
size patterns for 16 lamps. Beveled lamps, table
lamps, and accent lamps.

930

Shades of Glass Design Collection Bev Diaczuk Full size patterns for suncatchers, curio cases,
picture frames and more in nature and floral themes.

2886

Sidelights Judy Miller - Designs for windows and
sidelights combining floral patterns with beveled
frames.

928

Simply Christmas Suzanne Cooper - 43 full sized
patterns for the beginner to intermediate
craftsperson. Angels, ornament, poinsettias and
more.

932

Simply Flowers Suzanne Cooper - A bouquet of
your favorite flowers in 17 full sized patterns.
Designs contain from 9 to 35 pieces.

2690

Prairie Style Panels Haebach - 44 designs for
prairie style window panels. All straight cuts make
these projects easy to build.

248

Realistic Duck Decoys Stephanie Greene/ SGN 16 full-size patterns averaging 14” long. Featuring
excellent colour photos with realistic glass colour
selection.

748

Realistic Game Fish Stephanie Greene/SGN Largemouth Bass, Rainbow Trout, Northern Pike,
Sockeye Salmon etc. with instructions on attaching
projects to bases.

1314

Realistic Hummingbirds Stephanie Greene/SGN Full sized patterns for 18 different species of
hummingbirds.

1100

Realistic Tropical Fish Stephanie Greene/SGN -17
patterns for realistic tropical fish including Triggerfish
and Wrasse. Instructions detail use of overlays for
realistic fins.
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628

Simply Victorian Suzanne Cooper - Contains 17 full
size designs with a Victorian flair. Each design
contains from 8 to 36 pieces. Fast and fun to make
for beginner to intermediate skill levels.

1503

364

Solder Magic Kay Bain Weiner - A fun approach to
working with solder, from creating three dimensional
pattern seams, creating and casting molds to free
hand solder medallions. Contains instructions and
patterns to create 14 projects.

Stained Glass the Easy Way Walrus Publications A how to guide for anyone interested in learning
stained glass. Covers all the basic skills. 26 full size
patterns are included along with colour photos of
completed projects.

266

Stained Glass Village SGI - 10 projects for the 3 D
enthusiast. Four houses a cabin and outhouse,
church, school house, general store and more.
Detailed cutting and assembly instructions.

3163

Splendor in the Glass Holly Stedman - Not your
ordinary, ho-hum, tired out, over done, been-theredone-that, project book! 120 fact filled pages, with
over 23 full-colour, uniquely different projects and
patterns. More than 45 design, colour, and tech tips
inspire exploration, experimentation, and non
conformity in your design process.

492

State Flowers in Stained Glass Kyle/CKE - 51 full
size designs bases on the official flowers of each of
the states in the USA. Each flower is shown in full
colour and includes construction information and tips
on how to use the design.

2933

Suncatchers in Minutes Kyle/Nudson - Over 50 sun
catchers using the lead wrapping techniques.
Flowers, eagles, butterflies, baby designs and a
Victorian village are among the many designs.

1315

Sunseekers Sue Hubbard/SGN - Geometric
starburst patterns for stained glass. Colourful
designs utilizing diamonds, circles, nuggets and
jewels.

770

Table Lanterns Aanraku - Three and four sided
lamps with complete assembly instructions. Designs
include frogs, flowers, grapes, bamboo and more.

921

Table Lanterns II Aanraku - 24 original 3 sided table
lantern patterns. Killer whale, cat, eagle, seahorse,
Japanese lanterns and more.

922

Table Lanterns III Aanraku - 22 new table lantern
designs using the same innovative three panel
construction method. Floral and wildlife are the
primary themes.

1925

630

Sparkling Sound Whitcomb - Patterns and
instructions for fused wind chimes, window charms
and mobiles. Projects are easy to make and make a
great use of scrap glass.
Stained Glass Basics Chris Rich - 30 designs
including lampshades, kaleidoscopes, suncatchers,
boxes and windows. Instructions on basic copper foil
and leaded glass techniques. All projects are
illustrated with colour photos.

1545

Stained Glass Belt Buckles Dannette Diaz/
Aanraku - 46 designs for glass inserts to be used for
belt buckles in conjunction with Aanraku’s belt buckle
blanks.

753

Stained Glass Boxes Wardell - 34 patterns for
stained glass jewelry boxes. Design styles include a
sailboat, antique car, geometrics, mini ring boxes
and more.

1358

Stained Glass Corner Accents Judy Coleman/
CKE - 12 designs for panels that fit the corners of
your windows and doorways. Autumn leaves with
spider web, sun with moon and stars, sunflowers and
more.
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1869

Table Lanterns IV Aanraku - This edition contains
the designs of the 2004 contest winners. Everything
from skateboarders, Celtic knots, bamboo and moon,
Autumn leaves to soccer players.

1689

384

Terrariums and Planters Wardell - Contains a wide
range of designs for 30 plant containers. Step by
step assembly instructions are accompanied by a
helpful guide to selecting and caring for plants in
terrariums.

Tiffany Garden Benches Bishop & Day - Includes
six full size Bench Top Form patterns as well as
three designs each for the 16” hexagon form and the
4” x 8” form. Also includes one design each for the
14” round, 14” heart and the 8” x 8” forms.

207

Tiffany Garden Book II Jean Bishop and Julie
Bishop Day - Contains 20 full size patterns for walk
way bricks, stepping stones and small patio table
tops.

935

The Best of Stained Glass News SGN - 31 patterns
from the newspapers first 10 years. Full size
patterns featuring boxes, lamps, suncatchers, mirrors
etc.

1668

1003

The Best of Stained Glass News Volume 2 SGN Features the most popular patterns that have
appeared on the front of Stained Glass News over
the five years 1998 - 2003.

Tiffany Garden Hearts Bishop & Day - Ten full size
patterns for the Tiffany Garden 14” Heart Form.
Everything from a wedding ring design to a patch
work crazy quilt, miniature wild violets and whimsical
garden angel. Also included in this book are designs
for the 8” x 16” rectangle and 8” x 8” forms.

795

Tiffany Garden Variety Jean Bishop and Julie
Bishop Day - 25 stepping stone designs in a wide
variety of shapes and sizes.

1103

Tropical Breezes Leslie Gibbs/CKE - Full of lush
tropical flowers and birds. Tree frogs, parrots, a
gecko and lots of florals.

1328

Tropical Waters Gibbs/CKE - This book features a
colourful selection of sea creatures and underwater
scenes. Dolphins, whales, sharks, manatees,
tropical fish and much more. Fill size patterns for
panels, fans and suncatchers.

2887

Victorian Designs 1 Gamaldi - Fresh Victorian
designs for transoms, doors, sidelights or panels.

850

Victorian Stained Glass for Today Bill Hillman/
CKE - Victorian designs, history, glass selection.
Cutting and leading instructions included.

934

Wall Decorations Wardell - 29 patterns for assorted
clocks, mirrors & picture frames.

664

Waterworks Walrus Publications - 10 full size
patterns, materials lists and complete instructions to
build stained glass water fountains.

747

Wild and Free Leslie Gibbs/CKE - suncatchers
reflecting North American wildlife. A lynx, deer,
rattlesnake, polar bears, fox and bald eagle.
Easy to follow instructions and colour photographs.

1496

2849

The Exotic Art of Glass Bracelet Forming Bearer
Jr. & Bearer - This book is an essential guide to
creating the most amazing fused glass bracelets. It
presents fresh creative ideas as well as instruction
on the basic elements of bracelet forming and
design.
The Next Book Glassmith Studios - Patterns of
interest for the beginner as well as the seasoned
stained glass artist. Many of the designs show the
use of G.S.T bevel clusters in panels, windows and a
lamp.

613

The Perfect Gift Janet Schrader/CKE - 26 full size
circle and oval designs, just the right size to make for
a friend. Fish, flowers, seashells, something for
every taste.

3004

The Stained Glass Garden Shannon & Torlen
With the garden as inspiration Learn to craft
sophisticated stained glass projects. Detailed
instructionds on each project.

385

Tiffany Garden Julie Bishop Day - Instructions and
full size patterns for making stained glass mosaic
stepping stones for patios, walkways and gardens.
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937

Wildlife of the North Debbie Christ/CKE - A
treasury of designs includeing wolves, foxes, bears,
moose, otter, whales and more.

2842

Work in Progress Glassmith Studios - Designs
feature many floral and nature designs for entryways
and windows some using G.S.T. bevel clusters.

1353

Windows from a Different Perspective Mark Levy
Studio/ Wardell - A valuable resource containing
over 100 art glass photographs and numerous
drawings, all in full colour.

1249

933

Windows of Distinction Wardell - This colourful
book contains 108 colour photos of leaded glass
window installations and 46 detailed line drawings
rendered in a professional client proposal format.

You Can Make Glass Beads Jenkins - Following
these clear, concise instructions, you can make a
variety of glass beads. Excellent book with lots of
solid information for anyone looking to participate in
this “Hot” trend.

561

Windows of Elegance Wardell - 108 colour
photographs of leaded window installations and 48
detailed line drawings rendered in a professional
proposal format.

1106

Windows of Enduring Beauty Wardell - Featuring
the work of Preston Studios whose style ranges from
traditional beveled fabrications to Tiffany inspired
landscapes and florals.

1105

Windows of North America Wardell - A
continuation of the ‘Studio Designers Series’
featuring nine outstanding studios from Canada and
the USA. 96 colour photos and 48 proposal
drawings covering spectacular installations.

1352

Windows of Vision Wardell - Features Leslie Perlis
Studio. 66 colour photos, 43 detailed line drawings.
Covers panels and entryways in both abstract and
pictorial themes.

1380

Window Enhancements I Aanraku - Featuring
unique corner borders for windows. Themes include
wisteria, ribbons & daffodils, seahorse & fish, fairy
and ladybug and much more.

1140

Windwatchers Walrus Publications - 16 full sized
weathervane patterns for indoors or out. Complete
instructions and material lists for all projects. From
the traditional ‘Rooster’ to the not so traditional
‘Bicyclist’
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